El Camino

Camino Inglés (The English Way)
Two starting points: Ferrol and A Coruña
Ferrol and A Coruña are the two most popular starting points on the Camino Inglés. It is a short
itinerary, which can be covered from 5 to 3 days. Its level of difficulty is intermediate and its service
network is acceptable.

The English Way from Ferrol to Santiago stretches for 122km that are divided into 5 stages. The other
option is to start the English Way in A Coruña, a 72 kilometers route that is usually covered in 3
stages. From the Herculean city, the pilgrim can recall from the Tower of Hercules the arrivals of the
first boats with pilgrims from all over Europe.
The itinerary from Ferrol goes through Narón, Neda, Pontedeume and Abegondo, to Mesía. In the town
of Hospital de Bruma the pilgrims who come from A Coruña come together, a shorter itinerary, to
continue together through Ordes, Mesón do Vento and Oroso to Santiago de Compostela.

Camino Inglés (The English Way)

Although the English Way from A Coruña does not meet the requirement of traveling the last 100
kilometers to Santiago, the Compostela is achieved. To do this, the pilgrim must complete the 100
kilometers, making the difference in their region of origin.
As for the inhabitants of A Coruña, they can also get hold of Compostela by visiting the Jacobean spaces
of the city. In case these conditions are not met, the pilgrim will receive a document certifying his
pilgrimage and his visit to the tomb of the Apostle in the Cathedral of Santiago.

Good signage and network of hostels
The English Way has undergone a major revitalization in recent years. Among the main reasons, its
indisputable beauty, good connections with its starting points (both by plane and by train or bus) and an
improvement in the provision of services.

It is a journey that combines the sea and the Galician mountains and passes through such beautiful
towns as Pontedeume or Betanzos. In addition to enjoying the cultural and artistic heritage, the pilgrim
who chooses the English Way can visit places of extraordinary natural value such as the Fragas do Eume
or savor some of the most traditional dishes of the area such as the Betanzos omelette.
The signs are correct, with the yellow arrows and the classic landmarks that can be seen in much of the
Camino de Santiago.
A few years ago, the network of accommodation along the English Way was somewhat scarce. The
public shelters were the only ones that existed on the Route (three) and in the winter months it was
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somewhat more difficult to find accommodation. Today it is not the French Way but the English Way has
become a well-equipped itinerary. A score of hostels, between public and private, dot the Route. It also
has an abundant number of hotels, hostels, pensions and rural houses. In addition, the Correos backpack
transport service is available on the Camino Inglés, from Ferrol to Santiago de Compostela.

Regarding the level of difficulty, we can place the English Way in an intermediate position. It is not as
hard as the Pimitive Way or as simple as the Portuguese Way. Perhaps the most difficult parts of the
Camino are found at the exit from Pontedeume and on the stage that separates Betanzos from Hospital
de Bruma.

Pilgrimages since the 12th century
The history of pilgrimages on the English Way dates back to the 12th century. A crusader squad made up
of English, Flemish and German visited the tomb of the Apostle Santiago in 1147. Their final destination
was the Holy Land but, after helping in the conquest of Lisbon, the Knights Templar for Santiago to pray
to the Apostle.

The break of the British monarch Henry VII with the Catholic Church in the 16th century began the
decline of this Route, which today is experiencing an authentic revitalization. And the fact is that there
are numerous scenic, historical and artistic attractions that the English Way offers to those who venture
through it.

Other smaller ports were the destination of these maritime pilgrimages such as Ribadeo or Muros and
Noia, which for a few years have been promoting their land route under the name of 'Portus Apostoli'. In
addition to the pilgrims from the British Isles, Scandinavians, Flemings, Baltics and the French from the
north also made this Way, in sea crossings loaded with inclement weather.

The English Way under sail
The English Way is also the continuation of the Sailing Way. Those pilgrims who come on pilgrimage by
sea have their destination in A Coruña, in the port of A Coruña. From there they will continue on foot to
Santiago.

This pilgrim's route by sea known as “Navigate the Way” establishes a requirement to carry out one
hundred miles of sailing and travel the last stretch on foot, from Monte do Gozo to Obradoiro, to receive
the Compostela. Those pilgrims who have decided to do the Camino in a boat will be able to collect the
credential in 17 ports distributed along the coast of the Northern Way and the Galician coast.

How to get to the starting point?
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FERROL
How to get to Ferrol by train: There are daily trains from Madrid and Oviedo to Ferrol. From there, you
can also go to A Coruña and continue to other Galician destinations. Please check timetables at Renfe.
The railway station is at Av. Compostela, very close to the Plaza de Armas, the city centre.
How to get to Ferrol by bus: There are daily buses connectingFerrol to different parts of Spain with Alsa,
and inside Galicia, you can use Monbus and Arriva. Ferrol’s bus station is at Paseo de la Estación (+34
981 324 700).
How to get to Ferrol by car: The toll highway AP-9 takes you to Ferrol. Likewise the N-651 crosses the
bridge of As Pías.
How to get to Ferrol by plane: There is no airport in Ferrol, the closest one is Alvedro, in A Coruña,
located 50 kilometres away. You can use the toll highway to get there.
A CORUÑA
How to get A Coruña by train: The railway station of A Coruña is at Calle Joaquín Planells Riera (+34 902
320 320) and there are daily trains to Madrid, Barcelona and Bilbao-Irún. There are also commuter trains
to Santiago, Vigo, Ferrol and Monforte de Lemos. Please check timetables at Renfe.
How to get to A Coruña by bus: Alsa reaches A Coruña from different Spanish destinations. There are city
bus lines from the bus station, you can check all lines here.
How to get to A Coruña by car: The toll-highway AP-9 goes from the Galician-Portuguese border all the
way to A Coruña through Vigo, Pontevedra and Santiago de Compostela. Likewise, it links the city with
Ferrol. Besides, the Autovía del Noroeste (toll-free) connects A Coruña with Madrid and the Autopista de
Carballo (toll highway) also gets you to the city.
How to get to A Coruña by plane: The airport of Alvedro is 8 kilometres from the city centre of A Coruña
and has direct flights to Madrid, Barcelona, Seville, London, Lisbon and Amsterdam. The airlines
operating those flights are Air Europa, Iberia, Tap-Portugal and Vueling. Asicasa (+34 981 231 234) links
the airport with the city by bus. There is also a taxi stand.

Asociaciones del Camino de Santiago

Asociación Cultural Grupo de Guías Sant-YagoRua Costa Rica, 2 - Soto DA Coruña, 15004
ojecoruna@gmail.com

